BOOKSTORE

The UD Bookstore is proudly owned and operated by the University of Dayton. Its primary purpose is to provide the University community with all required course materials as well as common school supplies essential for student success. Its course offerings include a variety of new, used, rental and digital options for most titles. The UD Bookstore also offers officially licensed apparel and gifts, and for your convenience, offerings also include cosmetics, over the counter medicines, technology accessories, gift cards and more. Services available include textbook buyback and rental return, graduation regalia and related services, and special ordering services. All major credit cards are accepted, as well as textbook scholarship, and Flyer Express. Also visit other University Retail Operations locations Flyer Spirit on Brown Street and Flyer’D Up at the UD Arena. More information can be found on our website (https://www.udayton.edu/bookstore/).